Parliamentary Government in England
tion. This has led to the strict discipline which has
involved the "dictatorship of the Cabinet1' "It has dis-
turbed the working of our system of government," he
writes, "by dividing Parliament into two serried and
disciplined armies, a majority whose primary aim is to
keep a party Government in office, and a minority whose
primary aim is to discredit it in order to replace it. This
gives unreality to the proceedings irf Parliament and has
greatly weakened its prestige in the eyes of the nation.
Because the Opposition will seize every possible oppor-
tunity of discrediting the Government, the Government
party must swallow all its scruples, and support the
Government in all it does, abdicating the duty of frank
and candid criticism except when it is not likely to have
any serious result." With ourselves, Mr* Muir believes,
"there is a significant and constantly recurring trend
towards a three-party system; it is commonly checked
by the working of the electoral system, but it continually
revives." What he would like to see is a three-party
system of the Right, the Centre, and the Left* These
would "correspond more or less to the British Conser-
vative, Liberal, and Labour, And this would seem to be
the most natural grouping under modern conditions* In
almost all countries, those who take a serious interest in
politics may be divided into three types; first, those who
do not desire any great changes in the social order;
secondly, those who desire great changes, but only in
a Socialist or - Collectivist direction; those who desire
great changes, but not in a Socialist direction—rather
in the direction of creating the conditions within which
individual enterprise can operate with most advantage
to itself, and with least restriction of the liberty of others/*
Mr, Muir points out the fantastic disproportion between
seats and votes in the present electoral system; and he

